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For a Markovian (in the strongest sense) open quantum system it is possible, by con-
tinuously monitoring the environment, to perfectly track the system; that is, to know the
stochastically evolving pure state of the system without altering the master equation. In
general, even for a system with a finite Hilbert space dimension D, the pure state trajec-
tory will explore an infinite number of points in Hilbert space, meaning that the dimension
K of the classical memory required for the tracking is infinite. However, Karasik and
Wiseman [Phys. Rev. Lett., 106(2):020406, 2011] showed that tracking of a qubit (D = 2)
is always possible with a bit (K = 2), and gave a heuristic argument implying that a finite
K should be sufficient for any D, although beyond D = 2 it would be necessary to have
K > D. Our paper is concerned with rigorously investigating the relationship between D
and Kmin, the smallest feasible K. We confirm the long-standing conjecture of Karasik and
Wiseman that, for generic systems with D > 2, Kmin > D, by a computational proof (via
Hilbert Nullstellensatz certificates of infeasibility). That is, beyond D = 2, D-dimensional
open quantum systems are provably harder to track than D-dimensional open classical sys-
tems. We stress that this result allows complete freedom in choice of monitoring scheme,
including adaptive monitoring which is, in general, necessary to implement a physically re-
alizable ensemble (as it is known) of just K pure states. Moreover, we develop, and better
justify, a new heuristic to guide our expectation of Kmin as a function of D, taking into
account the number L of Lindblad operators as well as symmetries in the problem. The
use of invariant subspace and Wigner symmetries (that we recently introduced elsewhere,
[New J. Phys. https://doi.org/10.1088/1367-2630/ab14b2]) makes it tractable to conduct
a numerical search, using the method of polynomial homotopy continuation, to find finite
physically realizable ensembles in D = 3. The results of this search support our heuristic.
We thus have confidence in the most interesting feature of our heuristic: in the absence
of symmetries, Kmin ∼ D2, implying a quadratic gap between the classical and quantum
tracking problems. Explicit adaptive monitoring schemes that realize the discovered finite
ensembles are obtained numerically, thus facilitating future experimental investigations.
1 Introduction
Tracking an open quantum system requires measuring the environment to which the system is cou-
pled. In this way, the experimentalist gains knowledge of the quantum trajectory [1] followed by the
system of interest. For the case of perfect detector efficiency, no system information is lost into the
environment and the system trajectory maps the path of a pure quantum state. It is of interest to ask,
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how much memory is required to track a pure state trajectory of open quantum system? The answer
is typically that an infinite memory is required, due to the fact that generic monitoring schemes will
result in a continuous quantum state trajectory that occupies a non-zero dimensional manifold of pure
states. Remarkably, this is not always the case: it has been shown [2–6] that, via the implementation
of especially chosen system-dependent adaptive measurement schemes, quantum trajectories of some
systems can be constrained to a finite number, K, of pure quantum states. This has profound conse-
quences for the memory requirements of tracking an open quantum system, as a classical device with
only K states (a ‘finite state machine’ [7]) is sufficient to follow the quantum evolution. In this paper,
we will investigate the minimum ensemble size, Kmin, that is achievable, given complete freedom of
measurement scheme. In particular, we compare and contrast Kmin with the dimension, D, of the
quantum system and so address some long-standing open questions of interest raised in Refs. [3, 4].
To elaborate further, we begin by discussing the tracking of an open quantum system that is
classical in the sense that the finite ensemble of quantum states that form the system trajectory
are mutually orthogonal. This will serve to benchmark our considerations of generic open quantum
systems. A canonical ‘classical’ example is Einstein’s original model of stimulated and spontaneous
jumps, which, in modern language, describes an open quantum system weakly coupled to a bath.
In equilibrium, Einstein’s theory involves jumps between energy eigenstates (for example, Bohr’s
stationary atomic and molecular states [8]) that could in principle be monitored, so that the system
could be tracked just by specifying which of these states the system occupies. Implicit in this early
model is that the ensemble size is equal to the number of accessible energy eigenstates, D. Clearly, a
D-state finite, resettable, classical memory is capable of tracking the state of the (effectively) classical
system. Additionally, there is only a single way to monitor the environment that provides complete
information as to the transitions (for the atomic model this would be the photon number basis).
In contrast to the effectively classical case just discussed, the choice of monitoring of a generic
open quantum system can have a profound effect upon its evolution. The system, by definition, is
interacting with the environment and, for suitable initial conditions, becomes entangled with it. The
measurement of the environment by an experimentalist effects ‘quantum steering’ [9] upon the system.
In this paper we are concerned with the case of continuous Markovian dynamics induced by the
bath, also known as quantum white noise (QWN) coupling; the system will then, in the absence of
measurement, obey a Lindblad-form master equation (ME) for the density matrix [1]:
ρ˙ = Lρ ≡ −i[Hˆeffρ− ρHˆ†eff ] +
L∑
l=1
cˆlρcˆ
†
l , (1)
where Hˆeff ≡ Hˆ − i∑l cˆ†l cˆl/2 and Hˆ is the Hermitian Hamiltonian. The purpose of separating Eq. (1)
into terms that involve Hˆeff and those comprising cˆlρcˆ
†
l is that they can be associated with a purity-
preserving unraveling of the ME, as would arise from perfectly efficient monitoring of the decoherence
channels (that are indexed by l). Assuming an initially pure system state, if a detection in channel l
is observed at time t then the system jumps from the pre-jump state |ψ(t−)〉 to the post-jump state
|ψ(t)〉 ∝ cˆl |ψ(t−)〉. After the jump, the quantum state evolves under the no-jump evolution operator
Hˆeff and will typically not remain stationary unless it happens to be an eigenstate of Hˆeff .
The stochastic path followed by the state is known as a quantum trajectory, and different moni-
toring schemes will lead to different types of quantum trajectories [1, 10]. In fact, there are an infinite
number of ways to measure the environment that maintains a pure quantum state for the system.
This follows from the invariance of Eq. (1) under the following joint transformations [3, 11]
cˆl →
{
cˆ′m =
L∑
l=1
Smlcˆl + βm
}
(2)
Hˆ →
{
Hˆ ′ = Hˆ − i2
M∑
m=1
(β∗mcˆ′m − βmcˆ′†m)
}
, (3)
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where, with M ≥ L, ~β is an arbitrary complex M -vector and S is an arbitrary M × L semi-unitary
matrix; that is,
∑M
m=1 S
∗
mlSml′ = δl,l′ . By unraveling Eq. (1) with {cˆ′m} as the jump and Hˆ ′eff = Hˆ ′ −
i
∑M
m=1 cˆ
′
m
†cˆ′m/2 as the no-jump operators, different ~β and S thus correspond to different measurement
schemes [1, 10]. See endnote [12] for more details.
Monitoring schemes can be divided into those that lead to jumps in the quantum state [13–15] and
those that lead to quantum diffusion [10, 16, 17]. The distinction is that, in an infinitesimal interval of
duration time dt, the former involves detector ‘clicks’ that occur with a probability proportional to dt
and deliver a finite amount of new system information, whereas the latter always deliver an infinitesimal
amount of information in this infinitesimal interval. Here, we are concerned with quantum jumps,
rather than diffusion, as this allows transitions analogous to those contained in the Einstein model.
However, there is typically still a large distinction between classical and quantum jump trajectories:
in between the quantum jumps the experimentalist is continuously updating the system state in a
non-trivial way, as the ‘no-click’ results also carry information, albeit an amount that scales with dt.
This information affects the state even when it is a state of maximal information (i.e. pure), unlike
the classical case, leading to smooth but non-unitary evolution between jumps. Thus, it is clear that
the system generically explores a continuum of states in Hilbert space.
Whilst a non-zero dimensional manifold of states is therefore typically associated with continuous
measurement, the Schro¨dinger-Hughston-Jozsa-Wootters (S-HJW) theorem [18–20], by contrast, gives
physical meaning to any pure state ensemble representing a mixed state matrix (also called a density
matrix) ρ. In particular, for finite D = rank(ρ), one may consider ensembles,
ρ =
K∑
k=1
℘k |φk〉 〈φk| , (4)
for any choice of K, provided that D ≤ K < ∞. The S-HJW theorem states that if there exists
physically a purification, in a higher dimensional Hilbert space, of a system in a mixed state ρ, then
for any ensemble that represents ρ, there is a way to measure the environment(s) — that is, make
measurements in the larger Hilbert space that act as the identity on the system Hilbert space — such
as to collapse the system into one of the pure states |φk〉 with the appropriate probability ℘k. Note
that in general these states are not mutually orthogonal, even for K = D, and this must be so for
K > D.
The S-HJW theorem applies to a measurement on the environment at a particular time. If this is a
time remote from the initial conditions, and the system obeys Eq. (1) with a unique stationary solution
ρss of rankD [21], then in Eq. (4), ρ = ρss. An obvious question is: can the finite ensembles representing
ρss allowed by the S-HJW theorem also pertain, at remote times, to continuous monitoring? To address
this we make the additional assumption, mentioned above, that the ME has been derived from a QWN
coupling. Then we can ask whether a given pure state ensemble can be realised continuously by the
experimentalist via a carefully chosen measurement scheme. That is, is it possible, merely by obtaining
information from the bath in the right way, to force a quantum system, obeying a given ME, to behave
like a discrete classical system, in the sense of jumping between a given finite set of pure states? It was
shown in Ref. [2] that this question is equivalent to asking whether the following finite set of algebraic
constraints can be satisfied
∀k, L |φk〉 〈φk| =
K∑
j=1
κjk (|φj〉 〈φj | − |φk〉 〈φk|) (5)
for some ensemble {℘k, |φk〉} of size K. The real-valued transition rates, κjk ≥ 0, naturally determine
the occupation probabilities ℘k. A valid solution is known as a physically realisable ensemble (PRE) [2],
because there exists some measurement procedure that will realize the ensemble in the sense described
above, even if that procedure may by difficult to implement in practice. In particular, it is known that
the measurement scheme required to achieve a PRE is generally adaptive in nature [3]. In general, a
ME will allow multiple solutions to Eq. (5) via the experimental freedom described by Eqs. (2)–(3).
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Most of the difficulty of our research program arises due to the system of non-linear constraints defined
by Eq. (5) being difficult to solve, even numerically, when D > 2.
It was also shown in Ref. [2] that there are ensembles that represent ρss but that are not PREs (this
was referred to as the “preferred ensemble fact” ). A fundamental question for open quantum systems
is whether, for a given master equation, there exist any finite PREs. It was found in Ref. [3] that for
D = 2 it always possible to find at least one K = 2 PRE. For D > 2, a heuristic argument, using free
parameter and constraint counting, was made in Ref. [3] predicting that one can expect a PRE to exist
if K ≥ (D− 1)2 + 1. This separation from the classical case (where K = D is necessary and sufficient)
for D > 2 would indicate a profound difference between quantum and classical open systems. However,
the heuristic argument of Ref. [3] was not tested against numerical evidence, and both the quantum–
classical gap, and the very existence of finite quantum ensembles in general, remained conjectural. The
question of whether ME symmetries can alter our expectations regarding the minimal size of PREs
was treated in [6]. There it was found that a commonly employed invariant subspace symmetry can
reduce the heuristic ensemble size to K ≥ 12
(
D2 −D + 2), which is still larger than D for D > 2.
In this paper we address the three most important open questions raised by Ref. [3]. We answer
the first two definitively, and provide strong numerical evidence to support our conjectures regarding
the third. The first question (Q1) is: are there MEs for which the minimally sized PRE is larger
than D? We answer this in the positive by exhibiting a ME for which there are provably no PREs
of size D. In this sense we can state (consistent with our title) that open quantum systems can be
harder to track than open classical systems. The second question (Q2) is as follows: is an ensemble
size of K = (D − 1)2 + 1 always sufficient for a PRE to be found? This time we will answer in the
negative by exhibiting a ME for which there are provably no PREs of size (D−1)2 +1 or smaller. This
proof requires the refining of the counting arguments from Ref. [3], which also leads us to a modified
heuristic for the minimum sufficient K, containing a dependence upon the number of decoherence
channels modeled by the ME. The third question (Q3) is: does this refined form of the argument in
Ref. [3] reliably predict whether PREs are feasible for a ME of a given form.
For clarity, we partition Q3 into its natural sub-questions (Q3a, Q3b, Q3c), arising from the
heuristic’s comparison of the number of free parameters and constraints that constitute the algebraic
formulation of PREs. Q3a asks whether the heuristic’s prediction of ruling out PREs for ensembles
smaller than the determined threshold is accurate, while Q3b assesses its utility when the number
of parameters and constraints are equal and, finally, Q3c concerns scenarios where there are more
parameters than constraints. The heuristic can make predictions for MEs and PREs in particular
classes, so we take the prediction of the heuristic to be as follows: only in a measure-zero set of MEs
will PREs exist contrary to expectation, whilst when PREs are feasible according to the heuristic, they
will exist for a finite fraction of randomly drawn MEs. The numeric results that we obtain strongly
support the conjecture that the counting heuristic makes accurate predictions for Q3a and Q3b, in
the sense described. At the same time, the numerics undermine the unreasonably strong hypothesis
that the heuristic is a necessary and sufficient condition for the existence of PREs. Some discussion
of Q3c is provided in our concluding remarks, but a systemic investigation is left for future work due
to its somewhat divergent focus from Q1-2 and, also, its computational difficulty.
It is worth highlighting the reasons why Q1-Q3 have not been previously answered and, in turn,
why we are now in a position to answer them. The most relevant point is that PREs, in D > 2, are hard
to investigate. There are no known analytic expressions for their construction and, more importantly,
even numerically their discovery is extremely difficult. To find a PRE, the set of nonlinear polynomial
constraints given by Eq. (5) must be solved. The difficulty of this task becomes exponentially more
difficult as the number of equations and variables increases. In fact, the problem is known to fall into
the NP-complete complexity class [22]. This alone does not prohibit the constraints’ solution; it just
places low practical bounds on the system size that can be solved. Thus, with regards to Q1-Q3, it
becomes an issue of how large a system can be numerically processed in comparison to how small
a system is minimally sufficient for investigation. In this paper we utilise the recent work regarding
symmetries for PREs that was carried out in [6]. This allows us to search, with meaningful expectation,
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for PREs possessing symmetry that are of a smaller size than that expected based on the heuristic of
[3]. Computationally, the effect of this is to reduce the size of the relevant polynomial system to only
24 constraint equations, as compared to the 45 constraint equations that are relevant when simplifying
symmetries are not considered. In terms of enlarging the size of the polynomial systems that we can
address, we newly apply two powerful software packages (MAGMA [23] and PHCpack [24]) to PREs
that respectively take advantage of Gro¨bner basis [25] and polynomial homotopy continuation [26]
techniques. In this way, by applying symmetry and more powerful numerics, we are able to cross into
the regime where Q1-Q3 can be answered.
The paper is organised as follows. Firstly, in Sec. 2, a brief description of the symmetries introduced
in [6] is provided. In Sec. 3 we then develop a more sophisticated heuristic than that found in Ref. [3]
to guide when PREs are expected to exist and when not to exist. This provides a pathway to follow
in order to answer the research questions Q1–Q3 introduced above. In Sec. 4, the mathematical task
of solving Eq. (5) is discussed. In Sec. 5, we address Q1–Q3 using state-of-the-art numerical, and
computational algebra, solvers for various classes of MEs and PREs. Finally, we conclude with a
summary and a discussion of future research directions in Sec. 6.
2 Symmetry and PREs
In prior work, the role of various types of symmetry in the structure of PREs was explored [6]. It
was found that symmetries of the ME can be used to simplify the task of finding PREs and, also,
to relate discovered PREs. That is, PREs can inherit ME symmetries in a well defined way. In this
current paper, we will utilise symmetry for systems of dimension D = 3, in order to facilitate obtaining
answers to the research questions posed in the introduction. For completeness, we now provide a brief
simplified description of the symmetry tools that were developed in [6].
2.1 Invariant subspaces of L
We label the space of density matrices for a D-dimensional complex Hilbert space H as D (H). We say
that a ME, ρ˙ = Lρ, has an invariant subspace symmetry iff there exists some non-trivial subregion, DI,
of D (H), to which dynamics is confined, given an initialisation within that subregion. Additionally,
we require that the subregion be an interesting one, in the sense that it has the potential to support
PREs for the specified ME. This latter point requires that it contain at least D pure states, in order to
form pure-state ensembles of rank D — we have stipulated that ρss be of rank D. An example of such
an invariant subspace, provided in [6] and of relevance here, is that of real-valued density matrices —
otherwise known as ‘redit’ states.
The reason for considering such invariant subspaces is that one can then look for solutions to
Eq. (5) that lie entirely in this subspace. That is,
∀k, |φk〉 〈φk| ∈ DI. (6)
One can consider Eq. (5) as effectively enforcing constraints relating to the different regions of D (H):
given that |φk〉 〈φk| does not have support on all such regions, some portion of the constraints are
automatically satisfied. The reduction in the number of non-trivial constraints upon |φk〉 〈φk| means
that the polynomial system that must be solved in order to find PREs (of the form Eq. (6)) is smaller
than if an invariant subspace was not considered. Additionally, there is a potential reduction in the
expected minimum PRE size. This will be discussed further from a theoretical perspective in Sec. 3
and be utilised in Sec. 5, where we find new PREs. Note that in performing a limited search for PREs,
one is excluding the possibility of finding the fraction (which may be zero, one or in between) of PREs
that have support outside DI.
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2.2 Wigner symmetries
The second ME symmetry discussed in [6] that is of direct relevance, is that of Wigner symmetry.
Wigner transformations act on Hilbert space rays in a way that preserves the Hilbert space inner
product, | 〈ψ1|ψ2〉 |. Their action is consequently well defined upon pure state projectors, and we
denote this as T |ψ〉〈ψ|. Wigner showed that such transformations are either unitary (and so linear in
their action on Hilbert space) or antiunitary (and so antilinear) [27, 28]. In this subsection, we are
concerned with those Wigner transformations that leave the Lindbladian, L, invariant:
T −1L T = L, (7)
and term these ‘Wigner symmetries’.
Given a ME whose Lindbladian satisfies Eq. (7) for some T , we can then posit the existence of
PREs that possess the Wigner symmetry, which we define in the following way. Let P be a permutation
of {1...K} with k′ = P (k). Then we define a PRE as having the Wigner symmetry T iff ∃ permutation
P such that
∀k, T |φk〉 〈φk| = |φk′〉 〈φk′ | and (8)
κj′k′ = κjk. (9)
The consequence of both the ME (through L) and the PRE possessing the Wigner symmetry [Eq. (7)
and Eqs. (8)–(9), respectively] is that some portion of the constraints of Eq. (5) are redundant [6].
Specifically, given an equivalence relation, ∼, amongst ensemble members in the presence of the
symmetry T as
|φk〉 ∼ |φk′〉 iff ∃ T : |φk′〉 〈φk′ | = T |φk〉 〈φk| , (10)
then the constraints on only one element of each equivalence class, [|φk〉]∼, need to be tested as the
remainder are implied. Once again, the benefit is a smaller polynomial system that must be solved in
order to find PREs. Similarly to the invariant subspace symmetry, Wigner symmetry will be used in
Sec. 5 to find new PREs.
3 Heuristics for the existence of PREs
Previous work [3] argued heuristically, via the counting of free parameters and constraints of Eq. (5),
that typically K ≥ (D − 1)2 + 1 ensemble states are required for a PRE to be possible. More
recently [6], consideration was given to the minimum PRE size in the presence of the invariant subspace
symmetry DI = RD×D ∩ D (H) (real-valued density matrices), and an analogous heuristic, K ≥
1
2
(
D2 −D + 2), was derived. Such a DI, containing redit states, provides an example of a subregion
that has the minimal dimensionality (when considered as a convex linear space) able to support ρss
having Rank(ρss) = D, as is appropriate for the minimisation of K.
The existence of free parameters in Eq. (5) is due to there being no preference (at least none
relevant to our current discussion) as to the nature of the states, |φk〉, comprise the PRE, nor of the
transition rates, κjk, between them. The constraints obviously enforce the properties intrinsic to the
PRE. That larger K makes it more likely for a PRE to exist, all other things being equal, arises due
to the number of free parameters (we will often omit the modifier ‘free’ going forward) depending
quadratically upon K while the number of constraints only depends on it linearly. (The origin of
these dependences will be discussed in detail later.)
An important piece of evidence supporting the argument in [3] for K ≥ (D − 1)2 + 1 is the fact
(proven in [3]) that every system obeying a Lindblad-form master equation has at least one PRE with
K = 2 for D = 2. For D,K = 2 it is indeed the case that the number of parameters and constraints
involved in Eq. (5) are equal (we term this a ‘square’ system). Moreover, the solution set in that
case typically consists of isolated solutions (termed a ‘zero-dimensional solution set’), consistent with
the equality portion of K ≥ (D − 1)2 + 1 holding. Similar remarks apply in the case of a minimally
dimensioned invariant subspace, such as that of rebit states [(D−1)2 +1 = 12
(
D2 −D + 2) for D = 2].
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Figure 1: Each node represents a member state of a PRE and directed edges are transitions in the
direction of the arrow. (a) A 4 member fully connected graph. (b) A graph that traps the state in
nodes 3 and 4 so is not a feasible PRE. (c) Maximum number of transitions for a D = 3, L = 1 ME for
a K = 4 PRE. (d) Maximum number of transitions for a D = 3, L = 1 ME for a K = 6 PRE.
In this section a more sophisticated heuristic for the required ensemble size K is developed that
has dependence not only upon D but also upon the number of decoherence channels, L in Eq. (1).
There is, of course, no guarantee that a physical solution (representing a PRE) can be found when the
number of constraints is less than or equal to the number of parameters but it serves as a heuristic
for when one is likely to find PREs. This heuristic is important even for a computational approach
to the existence problem, given the computational complexity of finding PREs (discussed in detail in
Sec. 4).
The description of a PRE consists of a set of states and their occupation probabilities, but when
investigating their existence it is more more beneficial to think about the transition rates, κjk, rather
than ℘k. This is because the structure of the ME can (in a way that is defined in Sec. 3.1) place
constraints on the allowed κjk, which can simplify Eq. (5). To aid these arguments it is useful to form
a graph representation of the ensemble in which each member (state) is a node and allowed transitions
are illustrated by directed edges. An example is shown in Fig. 1(a) for 4 ensemble members with all
transitions allowed (termed ‘fully connected’). It is possible that some of the allowed transitions are,
in fact, not utilized (κjk = 0 for some j, k) by a particular ensemble.
3.1 Parameter and constraint counting
In this subsection we first form counting arguments for the arrangement and number of transitions
that can exist, given the ME defining the system dynamics. At the end of the subsection the more
straightforward task of describing the number of state vector parameters, and the number of constraints
upon them, is performed.
It is of interest to maximise the number of graph transitions as this will give the greatest chance
of PRE existence, at least according to our heuristic criterion for which the transitions exist as free
parameters. The graph that maximises the number of transitions is obviously the fully connected one
but, as will be shown, this will not always be consistent with the ME in question. Perhaps the most
obvious requirement of a graph — and one that the fully connected graph satisfies — is that all the
nodes must be repeatedly explored in the long time limit. That is, the state cannot become trapped
in a sub-graph. An example of a graph that is ruled out by this consideration is Fig. 1(b). We note
that freedom in choosing the measurement scheme is assumed; in particular a sufficient number of
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detectors, M , is provided to avoid unnecessarily limiting the number of possible different post-jump
states.
Let us now discuss the circumstances under which we can rule out the fully connected graph. To
do so in a simple manner, we will consider Hilbert subspaces, H˜, as opposed to subregions of D (H).
That is H = H˜ ⊕ HR (with, R being the remainder space). In the case that HR is non-trivial, then
dim(H˜) < D. In this subsection, we will often refer to the dimension of an ensemble of pure states,
by which we mean the dimension of the Hilbert subspace, H˜ that contains the entire ensemble. Each
directed connection (with rate κjk) references the transition from the kth to the jth state, which
will occur when a detection event is registered at a, possibly non-unique, detector, m such that
f(m, k) = j. The function f takes as inputs the clicking detector, m, and the pre-click system state
k, to give a post-click state j (see App. E for more details concerning PRE measurement schemes).
We are interested in the case j 6= k, so that the detection causes a finite change in the state, from
|φk〉 to cˆkm |φk〉 ∝
∣∣∣φf(m,k)〉, where cˆkm is mth jump operator when the system is known (or, rather,
believed) to be in the kth state. Although there can be many different possible post-jump states j
from a particular state k, the dimension of the post-jump Hilbert subspace (which plays the role of the
previously defined H˜) is restricted in size to be ≤ min{L+ 1, D}. This is because the cˆkm are formed
from linear combinations of cˆl (of which there are L) together with the identity (see Eq. (3) and
App. E), while D is the dimensionality of the system. In the case where this restriction is saturated,
the pre-jump state, |φk〉, also belongs to H˜.
The importance of this restriction can be seen by examining a K = 4 ensemble. First we assume
that the rank of ρss is D = 3 and that the number of Linblad operators is L = 1. For any state in
the ensemble, the Hilbert subspace comprising this state and the post-jump state(s), say H˜′, must be
of dimension 2. If all the transition rates were non-zero then H˜′ would contain the entire ensemble,
which is a contradiction as dim(H˜′) < D. Thus, the fully connected graph of Fig. 1(a) is ruled out
as a possibility for L = 1 and the number of free parameters corresponding to transition rates is less
than the expected K(K − 1) = 12. By contrast, if the rank of ρss is kept at 3 but L = 2 then dim(H˜′)
can be 3 and the fully connected graph is not ruled out on these grounds.
Coming back to Rank(ρss) = 3 and L = 1, the obvious question is: what is the largest number of
transitions allowed? An example optimal configuration is given in Fig. 1(c), where 6 rates are possible.
Nodes 1, 2, 3 do span a 2-dimensional Hilbert subspace but there is asymmetry as node 4 is only
accessed via node 3’s single outward connection. This conspires to allow node 4 to be outside the node
1, 2, 3 subspace and increase the Hilbert space dimension of the ensemble to 3 as required. That only
6 rates are possible represents a large reduction from the fully connected graph. It will be shown that
K = 4 PREs are not generically allowed for D = 3 for any L. However, MEs possessing certain types
of symmetry can render some of the constraints of Eq. (5) redundant. Together with introducing such
symmetries, if we take L ≥ 2 (so that fully connected graphs are not ruled out by the considerations
of dim(H˜′) that are discussed above), then the resultant system of polynomial constraints becomes
‘square’ and thus PREs may be searched for with significant expectation of their existence.
Another example (K = 6, L = 1, D = 3) that will prove relevant and that also serves to illustrate
the optimal technique for ‘rate packing’ is shown in Fig. 1(d). The idea is that there is as large a
group of highly connected nodes as possible (nodes 1–4 in Fig. 1(d)), because this allows the number
of connections to grow as the square of the group size. As the dimension of the ensemble is required to
reach D, there is an outward connector node that breaks the symmetry, here node 5. Node 5 cannot
be connected to anything in addition to 6 as, if it were, this would constrain node 6 to be in the same
subspace as nodes 1–4. Node 6 further breaks the symmetry by connecting to one (and only one) of
the nodes 1–4. A single connection from 6 to 5 is not allowed as this would trap the system in nodes
5,6. If, instead of K = 6, the ensemble size was K = 7, the extra node would be optimally added to
the highly connected group, with then 9 more transitions possible. If it was added anywhere else fewer
connections would be possible. As a different extension, if D = 4 then one of the highly connected
nodes would have to be moved to the lowly connected chain that serves to increase the Hilbert space
dimension of the ensemble; for example, in between nodes 5 and 6.
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We now have enough intuition to give the general case, describing how the maximal number of
transition rates can be packed for arbitrary K,D,L. The schematic for the configuration is given in
Fig. 2 and is based on the principle of a highly connected group (of dimension L+1) that contains most
of the transitions and a lowly connected group whose purpose is to fill out the ensemble dimension
to match Rank(ρss). There are a few generalisations to the L = 1 examples above. Firstly, the node
which connects the upper to lower groups is also connected internally within the upper group, but
less so than the other upper members. As long as it has no more than L connections, there is no
effect on the upper and lower dimensionalities. For the case L = 1 there is only one connection so
this is consistent with the analysis above. The second major difference is that the lower group is
also internally connected up to a maximum of L connections, by the same reasoning as just given.
The total number of transition rates for arbitrary K,D,L can easily be counted from Fig. 2 to give
(K −D+L)2 +L(D−L). This expression applies when L < D− 1. If L ≥ D− 1 there is no need for
a lowly connected group of nodes and the graph can be fully connected, with K(K − 1) rates.
Before comparing the total number of parameters and constraints, in Sec. 3.2, we first give the
number of parameters in Eq. (5) that arise from the specification of the K ensemble members. A
generic D-dimensional pure state can be described by a state vector with D complex numbers or 2D
real numbers, but this is before normalisation and removing an overall phase. Thus, 2D − 2 real
parameters per state are sufficient, or 2K(D − 1) in total. Finally, to compare against the number
of parameters, we need the number of constraint equations. To find this, we note that both sides of
Eq. (5) are, by construction, Hermitian and traceless, which leads to D2 − 1 constraints for each k.
Finally in this subsubsection, we comment on the special case of the invariant subspace symmetry
DI = RD×D ∩ D (H), which we use extensively in the latter parts of this paper. In this case, only
D − 1 parameters are required to describe each state vector. Any smaller invariant subspace would
not support rank(ρss) = D. The number of non-trivial constraint equations is also reduced in number,
to (D2 +D)/2 per ensemble member, as any constraints relating to the imaginary components of the
state vector are trivially satisfied.
3.1.1 Ambiguity in the counting of state parameters
As Eq. (5) is a matrix equation it would be natural to consider forming the ensemble members as
state matrices rather than state vectors. If this approach is taken, then the counting is different as
follows. A D-dimensional Hermitian matrix with unit trace is given by D2 − 1 real parameters. To
ensure that the state is pure and is positive, the additional (real) constraints Tr
[
ρ2
]
= Tr
[
ρ3
]
= 1
need to be applied [29]. On the face of it this removes 2 free parameters. However, we quickly run
into difficulties. For example, if D2 − 3 real parameters are used for a pure state matrix then this
gives 6 free parameters for D = 3 rather than 4 via a state vector approach. Thus, the state matrix
description is not minimalistic in the number of parameters and only becomes equivalent to the state
vector description with the highly non-linear cubic constraints imposed by Tr
[
ρ3
]
= 1. We posit
that the parameter and constraint counting should be conducted in a minimal way and consequently
proceed in that direction. Evidence for the correctness of this approach is subsequently found and
described further in Sec. 5.1, where we establish that no PREs are possible for specific MEs when
the number of parameters is less than constraints as determined by the state vector approach but the
number of parameters is larger than constraints with the matrix method.
3.2 Comparing the number of parameters and constraints
As a reminder to the reader, we have adopted the following heuristic when searching for the PREs:
the total number of free parameters should be greater than or equal to the number of constraints as
described by Eq. (5). Requiring this to hold for a K-sized ensemble in D dimensions with L < D − 1
Lindblad operators (in the absence of invariant subspace symmetry) thus gives
(K −D + L)2 + L(D − L) + 2K(D − 1) ≥ K(D2 − 1). (11)
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Figure 2: Schematically shown is the heuristic for optimal rate packing in a PRE. The ensemble states
are divided into two classes, the first of which (upper panel) is highly connected and the second (lower
panel) is less connected and serves to increase the ensemble dimension. The highly connected nodes
are fully intra-connected with the exception of the symmetry breaking node that connects to the less
highly connected nodes. The dimension of the highly connected nodes is L+ 1. The lowly connected
nodes fill out the dimension of the ensemble to D, with each node increasing the dimension by one.
This is achieved by having no more than L connections from any one node. Finally, the system state
must not be trapped in the lower sub-section, so there is at least one connection from lower to upper.
Here we have not simplified the inequality so that the number of transitions (terms one and two),
the number of state parameters (term three) and the number of constraints (RHS) can be clearly
identified. If L ≥ D − 1 then the relevant inequality is that obtained in Ref. [3]: K ≥ (D − 1)2 + 1.
The minimum ensemble size, Kmin, can be found from Eq. (11) for fixed D,L by taking the smallest
integer value of K that satisfies it. The integer rounding associated with Kmin simplifies the quadratic
solution in such a way that we can summarise our knowledge of the minimum expected PRE size, for
all D,L, as:
Kmin = (D − 1)2 + 1 + 1{L<D−1} × (2D − 2L− 1) , (12)
where 1{A} is the indicator function, which is 1 if A is true and 0 otherwise. That is, if L ≥ D − 1
then we reproduce the minimum ensemble size suggested in Ref. [3]. But if L < D − 1, the minimum
ensemble size is larger by 2D − 2L − 1, making it equal to Kmin = D2 − 2L + 1. For all values of L,
Kmin ∼ D2 and in the ‘worst’ case, of L = 1, we find Kmin = D2 − 1 (for D > 2). The values of Kmin
for small values of D,L are summarized in Table 1.
Equipped with the expected ensemble size, Kmin, required for a PRE to exist, we can assess which
classes of MEs are appropriate in order to address the targetted research questions (Q1-3) that were
raised in Sec. 1. Firstly, we consider when an ensemble of size Kmin > D is required, which relates
to Q1. From Table 1, we expect that this will be when D ≥ 3 and will be minimally satisfied with
Kmin = 5 for L ≥ 2 and D = 3. Secondly, to answer Q2 we consider whether K = (D−1)2 +1 is always
sufficient to find a PRE. We have shown that, at least in terms of parameter and constraint counting,
it is not (for D > 2), as MEs with L < D − 1 are expected to require an additional 2D − 2L − 1
ensemble members. For example, a D = 3 ME with a single decoherence channel has Kmin = 8.
Whether we can actually consistently find PREs of size Kmin (which relates to Q3b) and rule them
out for K < Kmin (Q3a) will provide evidence as to the quality of the heuristic and thus constitute
our response to Q3.
3.2.1 Kmin for a minimally sized invariant subspace
The analogous expressions to Eqs. (11)–(12) can be found when the invariant subspace symmetry is
considered, specifically the space of real-valued density matrices. That is, we find the minimum PRE
size, given that it is restricted to the subspace and that the ME maps real-valued density matrices to
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Lindblads
Dim. 1 2 3 4 5
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 8 5 5 5 5
4 15 13 10 10 10
5 24 22 20 17 17
Table 1: The minimum number of PRE mem-
bers, Kmin, required for the number of param-
eters to equal or exceed the number of con-
straints is provided for a variety of D,L. Our
heuristic suggest that a soln of Eq. (5) may be
possible for K = Kmin. Generic MEs are being
considered. The shaded cells highlight values
of Kmin that are made larger than (D−1)2 + 1
(the ensemble size suggested in Ref. [3]) due to
the restrictions on allowed graphs described in
Sec. 3.1 (which apply when L < D − 1).
Lindblads
Dim. 1 2 3 4 5
2 2 2 2 2 2
3 6 4 4 4 4
4 11 10 7 7 7
5 17 15 14 11 11
Table 2: The difference from Table 1 is that
MEs with L having the redit as an invari-
ant subspace are considered, as described in
Sec. 2.1. PRE states are restricted to being
redits, which reduces the size of Kmin neces-
sary for the number of constraints imposed by
Eq. (5) to be less than, or equal to, the number
of parameters.
real-valued density matrices. Comparing the sum of the transition parameters and state parameters
with the number of constraints gives, when L < D − 1,
(K −D + L)2 + L(D − L) +K(D − 1) ≥ 12K(D
2 +D − 2), (13)
while for L ≥ D− 1 it is K(K − 1) +K(D− 1) ≥ 12K(D2 +D+ 2). Solving this latter expression, for
smallest integer K, one obtains Kmin = 12
(
D2 −D + 2). The minimum PRE size for arbitrary D,L
can thus be written as
Kmin =
1
2
(
D2 −D + 2
)
+ 1{L<D−1} × (2D − 2L− 1)− 1{g(D,L)}, (14)
with g(D,L) being a Boolean function, whose dependence upon D and L is not particularly important
as it only influences Kmin by one unit. More interesting is the fact that, to within one unit, the
addition to the ensemble size necessitated by small L is precisely the same as in the generic (non-
invariant subspace) case of Eq. (12): 2D − 2L − 1. Moreover, the threshold for when this addition
applies is also the same: L < D − 1. Example values for Kmin, for small D,L, are given in Table 2.
From Table 2, we expect that the minimal ensemble size, Kmin, will be larger than D for D ≥ 3.
The lowest dimensioned such example is D = 3 which has Kmin = 4 when L ≥ 2. With regards to
whether K = (D− 1)2 + 1 is always sufficient to find a PRE (research Q2), we see that even when an
invariant subspace symmetry is applicable it is not expected to be sufficient for small L (for example,
Kmin = 6 for D = 3 and L = 1). In Sec. 5 we will confirm the practical relevance of Table 2.
In this subsection we have considered how Kmin is modified for small L when the invariant subspace
symmetry is taken into account. In App. A, we provide some brief comments as to how another
symmetry — Wigner symmetry — can impact on viable PRE graphs. This will, in turn, effect the
minimum size of PREs that possess the Wigner symmetry.
4 Analysing polynomial constraints in order to find — or rule out — PREs
In our introductory comments, and also in previous work [6], we have commented on the difficulty
of finding PREs. In this section we provide further details, and also introduce the newly applied
technique of polynomial homotopy continuation. Additionally, the related task of definitively ruling
out the existence of PREs of a particular size, for a specified ME, is discussed.
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To progress beyond the heuristic arguments of Sec. 3, example PREs need to be found for explicit
MEs. That is, the set of matrix equations specified by Eq. (5) needs to be solved. On the LHS of
Eq. (5), there is a quadratic dependence upon the pure state vector parameterization (see Sec. 3.1.1).
The L Lindbladian superoperator provides known co-efficients (the ME is fixed) to the quadratic
monomials. Note that we take the state vector to be unnormalised, with the normalisation included
as an additional quadratic constraint. The RHS of Eq. (5) consists of cubic monomials arising from the
state vectors (quadratic) multiplied by the transition rate parameters. Assuming we are working with
a minimally sized ensemble — and a completely generic ME for which invariant subspace symmetries
are not relevant — the set of matrix equations (one for each ensemble member) forms a polynomial
system containing
KminD
2 (15)
equations and as many (or slightly more) parameters. The lowest dimensional generic ME that has
a PRE with Kmin > D is for D = 3, for which we expect Kmin = 5 (when L ≥ 2, allowing a fully
connected PRE graph). Finding a PRE for such a case involves solving a square (it turns out there
are no excess free parameters in this case) system of 45 polynomial constraints. The simplest generic
ME for which K = (D−1)2 +1 is not expected to be sufficient is for D = 3, L = 1, for which Kmin = 8
(see Table 1). Finding a PRE for such a case involves solving a system with 72 polynomial constraints.
In the case that the ME possesses an optimal invariant subspace symmetry, the polynomial system
has fewer constraints:
1
2Kmin(D
2 +D). (16)
For the ‘re3it’ (D = 3, real valued state vectors), the invariant subspace that we choose for our detailed
PRE search, Kmin = 4 (provided L ≥ 2) and the polynomial system has 24 constraints. If L = 1, D = 3
then Kmin = 6 (see Table 2) and 36 constraint equations are obtained. The question of whether it is
feasible to solve such large systems, in order to find PREs, is now considered in some detail.
The most conceptually straightforward approach to solving such systems is via progressively elim-
inating variables, for example by calculating a lex Gro¨bner basis [25] (a discussion of Gro¨bner bases in
the context of PREs can also be found in an appendix of [4]). However, even if the Gro¨bner basis can
be found, the elimination process typically rapidly increases the degree of the remaining monomials.
Unfortunately there are no general formulas for solving polynomial equations in a single variable of
degree ≥ 5 in a way that expresses the roots of that polynomial in terms of radicals. This removes
the possibility of finding PREs algebraically in these cases, so a numeric approach is essential. Even
numerically, it is still a very difficult problem and, in fact, it falls into the NP-complete complexity
class [22]. It is important to realize that this difficulty extends to the decision problem of determining
whether a solution exists [30]. This is relevant as we will often be satisfied with finding an example
PRE, and not all, PREs that exist for a given ME. To illustrate, finding an example PRE for a specific
ME with Kmin > D and also proving that no PREs are possible for K < Kmin (for the same ME)
would provide evidence for Q3 and an answer to Q1.
Despite the computational complexity, polynomial systems can be numerically solved up to a
moderate size. Where is the boundary that separates the tractable from intractable? Obviously it
depends on the details of the polynomials and the applied solution methods, but for the purposes of
this discussion the reader is provided with some circumstantial evidence from the literature as well
as our direct experience. In [22] it is suggested that even when using the highly efficient Gro¨bner
basis Fauge`re F4 algorithm [31] (a variant on the Buchberger algorithm [32]) quadratic systems of
size larger than 15 equations are very difficult. The constraints of Eq. (5) are cubic (except for Kmin
quadratic normalisation constraints) and are resultantly more difficult. Our experience with Gro¨bner
basis techniques using MAGMA was that an example system of 16 equations was soluble in about
13hrs [33] whereas size 20 systems were out of reach (limitations of 200Gb of Ram were exceeded after
several days runtime).
The above discussion relates to cases in which we expect a solution to exist, rather than over-
determined systems (number of variables less than number of constraints), for which no solution is
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expected. In the latter circumstance, there is a remarkably useful result due to Hilbert that can allow
a proof (analytically, via the obtaining of a Hilbert Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility) that
no PREs of a particular size are possible. In App. B we provide some more technical details of the
procedure that we briefly outline here. The algorithm [34] is as follows: Eq. (5) provides a set of
polynomial constraints that generate an ideal for which we calculate a Gro¨bner basis. If the basis
contains {1} then the polynomials have no common zero in Cn (n being the number of parameters).
Unfortunately it is not straightforward to computationally extend this to a statement about common
zeroes in Rn as the real numbers are not an algebraically closed field. Thus, our technique will be to
rule out complex solutions so that real solutions are also infeasible. Despite this being heavy handed,
it will allow several results to be established regarding PRE non-existence.
Although obtaining a Hilbert Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility possesses the highlighted
difficulty — of finding a Gro¨bner basis — there are two reasons why we find the task simpler for ruling
out PREs. Firstly, it is simply the fact that the PREs that we wish to rule out are typically smaller
than Kmin, so a smaller polynomial system is relevant. Secondly, even for large systems, the presence
of {1} in the Gro¨bner basis can quickly collapse the computation; we find that Gro¨bner bases for such
over-determined systems are typically easier to obtain. The possibility of proving by these methods
that there exist no PREs of a certain size positions us to directly tackle research questions Q1-Q2,
and provide evidence for Q3a.
Coming back to the difficulty of actually finding solutions to polynomial systems, when they exist,
we were clearly motivated to explore different (beyond Gro¨bner basis) numerical techniques. Further
success was had with the method of polynomial homotopy continuation, in which the problem is cast
into an ‘embarrassingly parallel’ [24] form. As a brief explanation, solutions of a simple ‘start system’
(a polynomial system that possesses the desired features) are tracked (see endnote [35]) as the system is
homotopically continued (transformed) to the target polynomial system, with each solution path able
to be treated independently (a more in-depth discussion is provided in App. C). This is particularly
suited to our goal of finding example PREs as we can stop tracking paths once a single PRE solution is
found. That is, the entire search space does not have to be be explored. This is by no means a panacea
as the number of paths can be enormous and a large number may have to be followed before either a
solution is found or it is decided that resources are better spent exploring a different ME. For example,
the Be´zout bound for the maximum number of solutions to a system is the product of the largest
degree of the polynomial equations; admittedly this is typically much larger than than the tightest
available bounds for sparse systems containing relatively few monomials compared to parameters. The
Be´zout bound for K = 5, D = 3 system evaluates to 3.9 × 1020 potential solutions and that for the
K = 8, D = 3 system is 8.8 × 1032. A particularly useful extension to the polynomial continuation
approach is the very recently developed Monodromy method [36], which reduces the number of paths
that have to be tracked and, importantly, eliminates the necessity of doing a costly pre-computation
to obtain a bound tighter than that of Be´zout. This is also described further in App. C.
Utilising the polynomial homotopy continuation numerical approach as well as the monodromy
extension, PREs were extracted from systems of 24 polynomial equations. Despite this being less
than that required to investigate generic K = 5, D = 3 PREs, it is sufficient to find PREs that possess
the invariant subspace symmetry, for which Kmin = 4 for D = 3. The result is that, by combining
symmetry considerations and newly applied numeric methods, we are now capable of investigating
research question Q3b described in the introduction.
5 Results
In this section the previously developed counting arguments and symmetry techniques are used to guide
the finding of PREs or to rule out their existence for a large number of example MEs. The examples are
chosen from classes (specified by D,L) that allow us to answer the following two existential questions
raised in the introduction (following [3]): are there MEs for which the minimally sized PRE is larger
than D? (Q1) and is an ensemble size of K = (D − 1)2 + 1 always sufficient for a PRE to be found?
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Class
Symm.
Type K L Graph
PRE
exists? Method Purpose
I N 3 2,3 FC N Gro¨bner Q1&Q3a
II N 3,4,5 1 R N Gro¨bner Q1&Q3a,Q1&Q3a,Q2&Q3a
III S 3,4 3 FC N,Y Gro¨bner,PHC Q1&Q3a,Q3b
IV SW 3,4 2 FC N,Y Gro¨bner,PHC Q1&Q3a,Q3b
Table 3: Classes of D = 3 MEs for which we obtained major results are labeled and described. The
second column describes the symmetry (there can be more than one) of the ME: either (N)one,
invariant (S)ubspace symmetry (Sec. 2.1) or (W)igner symmetry (Sec. 2.2). The third column gives
the considered ensemble size, while the fourth column states the number of decoherence channels. The
‘Graph’ column states whether the graph of the ensemble was fully connected (FC) or was necessarily
(R)estricted by the rate counting arguments of Sec. 3.1. The sixth column indicates what type of PRE
existence proof was obtained: N indicates that a Nullstellensatz proved that no PRE exists, while Y
indicates that a PRE exists, with the proof made by example. The ‘Method’ column indicates how
the computation was performed: either via Gro¨bner basis with MAGMA or polynomial homotopy
continuation (PHCpack and monodromy extension). The final column indicates the significance of the
result by referring the to the research question that it addressed. Comma separated values in columns
3 or 4 (never both) indicate multiple investigations. In subsequent columns, if different values apply
respectively to each investigation then these are also indicated by comma separated values.
(Q2). Evidence is also accumulated as to the validity of parameter and constraint counting being
used to rule out PREs (Q3a) or determine that they are feasible (Q3b). The existence of an explicit
measurement scheme that realizes each identified PRE is confirmed to ensure that the PRE is not
merely a mathematical construction.
When we prove that no PRE can exist, the proof consists of a Hilbert Nullstellensatz certificate
of infeasibility (see Sec. 4 and App. B). To numerically search for example PREs in cases where they
are expected to exist, we use the technique of polynomial homotopy continuation (see Sec. 4 and
App. C). The software that we used was PHCpack [24] together with a recently developed monodromy
package [36] that extends its capability.
To aid the reader, a summary of our results is provided in Table 3, to which we will refer.
5.1 Are open quantum systems harder to track than open classical systems?
In order to answer this central question in the affirmative, it needs to be proven that there exists a
ME such that K = D states are not sufficient for a PRE to be formed (Q1). This is because a classical
system can always be tracked with K = D states as the occupation (1 or 0) of each state could, in
principle, always be known by monitoring the environment. It is also of interest to look for a generic
difference in difficulty of tracking quantum and classical systems. That is, we ask whether K = D
is insufficient in general, for randomly drawn MEs. By addressing this, in a manner guided by our
heuristic, we will also gather evidence regarding to Q3a.
For the moment, we delay the task of actually finding a PRE and concentrate on disproving their
existence for K < Kmin, with Kmin determined utilising our (L and symmetry dependent) knowledge
of parameter and constraint counting. In D = 2 it was shown in Ref. [3] that K = D = 2 is always
sufficient to find a PRE, so the search for an example system for which K is necessarily larger than
D is extended to D = 3. (All the results we obtain in this paper for specific example MEs apply
to D = 3.) In Sec. 3 we found that for a generic ME (no symmetry considerations), described by a
sufficiently large number of linearly independent decoherence channels (L ≥ 2 for D = 3), the number
of parameters equals (or exceeds) the number of constraints for a minimum sized ensemble Kmin = 5
(a summary for Kmin in terms of L,D was provided in Table 1). Thus, it is logical to attempt to
rule out PREs by Hilbert Nullstellensatz for K = 3, 4. For completely generic D = 3 MEs (which we
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label as class I, see Table 3), it is within our computational ability to obtain the K = 3 certificates of
infeasibility, but, unfortunately, K = 4 proved too difficult. However, it should be remembered that
our current goal is only to find example MEs that require K > D ensemble members to form a PRE,
so ruling out K = 3 is sufficient in this respect.
To select generic MEs, the D = 3 Hamiltonian and Lindblad terms were parameterised according
to
Hˆ = i
 12 (α1 − α∗1) α2 α3−α∗2 12 (α4 − α∗4) α5
−α∗3 −α∗5 12 (α6 − α∗6)
 , cˆl =
 γl1 γl2 γl3γl4 γl5 γl6
γl7 γ
l
8 −γl1 − γl5
 , (17)
with l = 1, ..., L. Note that the Lindblad’s are taken as traceless without loss of generality [37]. The
complex values ~α,~γl were chosen randomly from a uniform distribution covering some rectangular
range [−a− ia, a+ ia], with a being some arbitrarily chosen cutoff (we took a = 3). That is, 6 + 8L
complex random values were generated in order to specify an example ME from class I, with L
chosen sufficiently large (for convenience we focused on L = 2, 3), so that there was no rate counting
restriction on the graph being fully connected. Once Hˆ and cˆl have been specified, the constraints
that must be satisfied by a potential PRE were formed. These are found in Eq. (5) (see Eq. (1) for
the Lindbladian definition), with 3 sets (remembering that we are investigating K = 3) of 9 equations
(27 total) compared with 21 state vector and transition rate parameters. These polynomial systems
were fed into MAGMA for 20 different example class I MEs, with a Hilbert Nullstellensatz achieved
for each system. It is curious that there was a large range of difficulty in obtaining the computational
proofs: around half completed in about 8 seconds but the rest took from hours up to 2.5 days in
the hardest case. Having found MEs for which K = D ensemble members are not sufficient to form
a PRE (and therefore answered Q1), we then state that open quantum systems are harder to track
than open classical systems. Indeed, we believe them to be generically so. That is, we conjecture that
the proportion of generically selected class I MEs that possess K = 3 PREs will be vanishingly small.
That the heuristic predicted no K = 3 PREs would exist, for the selected MEs, is evidence for its
accuracy (and addresses Q3a). To ensure that our results can be reproduced, a specific example of
every class of ME that we obtain a result for is given in App. D.
5.1.1 L = 1 MEs are harder to track
We have shown that open quantum systems are harder to track than open classical systems, but
only in a minimal sense. That is, we proved that K = D = 3 PREs do not exist for randomly
generated MEs without providing evidence for how large K must be to find a PRE. As mentioned
earlier, K = 4, D = 3 Nullstellensa¨tze for generic MEs are currently beyond us, but we can make
progress for the particular case of L = 1. This is because the number of parameters is limited in
this instance by our rate-counting arguments, resulting in a more highly over-determined system of
constraints. This conspires to make a computational Nullstellensatz less demanding to achieve in the
systems we investigated. In the case when L ≥ 2, there are 36 constraint equations and 32 parameters
for a K = 4 PRE, but when L = 1 the number of parameters reduces to 26. This is despite the
optimal ‘rate packing’ graph being chosen, see Sec. 3.1. If the graph is non-optimal, then fewer than
26 parameters are present. This allowed us to obtain K = 4 Nullstellensa¨tze for all 10 example MEs
that we chose according to the method above (but now with L = 1). To distinguish this result we
define the generic L = 1 MEs as belonging to class II.
Somewhat surprisingly, the same technique was also successful in ruling out K = 5 PREs in all
10 class II examples. In this case, there are 45 constraints with a maximum of 36 parameters. It is
perhaps the relatively large ratio of constraints to parameters that allows us to obtain a Nullstellensatz
in this case, while the 36 constraint and 32 parameter scenario for generic K = 4, L ≥ 2 MEs was
out of reach. We provide a brief discussion of further difficulties of this L = 1 computational proof
in endnote [38]. To be clear: there is no surprise surrounding the non-existence of K = 5 PREs for
L = 1 as they are not expected according to Table 1 (Kmin = 8). Rather, the surprise is that we were
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able to prove it via Nullstellensatz. The implication of the L = 1 result is that we have proved, for
some example MEs, that K = (D − 1)2 + 1 states are not sufficient to form a PRE. This answers an
open question of Ref. [3] that was raised as Q2 in the introduction. We leave the task of attempting
to obtain Nullstellensa¨tze for K = 6, 7 PREs belonging to generic L = 1 MEs for future work.
Note that if a state matrix parameterization of ensemble members had been used, as discussed
in Sec. 3.1.1, then it would be concluded that K = 5 states are sufficient for the number of parameters
to exceed constraints in a class II ME. The fact that aK = 5 Nullstellensatz is obtained for specific MEs
is then evidence supporting the state vector parameterization, which gives a minimal parameterization
of pure states. That is, as is worth emphasizing, the results of this subsection are completely consistent
with our parameter and constraint counting arguments — we have been able to rule out PREs in
many cases when our heuristics would not expect them to exist, thus providing strong evidence for an
affirmative answer to Q3a. In particular, our heuristics say that L = 1 MEs are generically harder to
track than would have been expected in the absence of consideration of L, and our numerics strongly
support that conclusion.
5.2 Applying symmetry in order to find PREs
In the previous subsection we showed that open quantum systems are harder to track than open
classical systems, with the minimal K = D = 3 PREs ruled out generically and K ≤ 5 PREs typically
ruled out for L = 1. Notably, we have not as yet actually found any PREs! To do so would place
an upper bound on how difficult example MEs are to track and potentially provide confidence in our
heuristic arguments as to when PREs are expected (which forms Q3b). For D = 3, PREs are only
expected to exist for generic class I MEs (with L ≥ 2) when K ≥ 5. However, as discussed in Sec. 4,
this leads to polynomial systems of at least 45 equations and 45 parameters that are very difficult
to solve, even numerically. In this subsection we do find PREs, but only after the application of
symmetry makes the task tractable.
5.2.1 Invariant subspace symmetry
The first strategy we use is to introduce the invariant subspace, DI, of Sec. 2.1 in which the image of
DI under e
Lt for any t ≥ 0 is ⊆ DI. When we restrict the PRE to DI = RD×D ∩D (H), it was shown
that Kmin is reduced to 4 for D = 3 and we are led to a set of 24 constraints in 24 parameters. The
simplest way to achieve this is to choose the Hamiltonian and Lindblad terms of the same form as
Eq. (17) but with ~α,~γl now consisting of purely real random parameters (in contrast to the previous
complex-valued choice). For simplicity, we restricted to L = 1, 2, 3. We created 240 different MEs by
sampling each parameter of ~α,~γl 240 times over the uniform distribution [−3, 3]. These MEs formed
class III of Table 3.
The randomly sampled Hˆ, cˆl (purely imaginary and real, respectively) were then used to form the
constraints governing PREs, Eq. (5), with an ensemble size of K = 4. To ensure that the imaginary
constraints were automatically satisfied, the PREs were parameterised as being real-valued (that is,
as re3its). Despite having an equal number of parameters and constraints, a PRE is not guaranteed
to exist. In our findings, this was manifest as PREs were only found for a fraction of the tested MEs.
It is worth mentioning that not all the solution space was searched for each ME as the goal was to
find solutions, not rule them out by numerical means (we use Nullstellensa¨tze for non-existence proofs
when K < Kmin). The numerical method we used was polynomial homotopy continuation [24] (see
App. C for details). Typically we would run a multi-hour search with parallel processing for each class
III ME, with multiple systems run also in parallel. Of the 240 example MEs that had the re3it as
an invariant subspace, one third were chosen with L = 3, one third with L = 2 and the final third
with L = 1. A more thorough investigation for higher L is left to future work. Of the 80 MEs with
L = 3, PREs were found for 6 (7.5%). Interestingly, zero PREs were found for the L = 2 sample,
indicating that the occurrence rate of PREs in this ME class is likely to be very low. It might even
be of concern that L = 2 PREs were ruled out by some undetermined cause, throwing into doubt our
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rate counting argument. This, however, is refuted once we apply the further unitary symmetry in the
following subsubsection, where we do find L = 2 PREs. The rationale behind L = 2 PREs being less
generically prevalent is that there is less freedom for the experimentalist in selecting an appropriate
adaptive measurement scheme. In Eqs. (2)–(3) the S matrix (the dimension of which scales with L)
was introduced which represents mixing of the system output fields. For larger L there are more free
parameters that the experimentalist may vary. This is despite the same number of parameters and
constraints describing the PRE in Eq. (5). One way of thinking about it is that decreasing L causes
step-changes in Kmin but that this does not capture the entire effect — the difficulty of satisfying
constraints when Kmin is static is increasing also. We have not given a quantitative theory of this and
it is something that could be investigated in the future. As the reader will anticipate, no L = 1 PREs
were found. They are not expected as in this case Kmin = 6, as can be seen in Table 2. In fact, they
were proven to be impossible for some MEs when K < Kmin in the previous subsection.
By finding PREs for L = 3 MEs with the K = 4 ensemble size expected (symmetry considerations
reduced Kmin to 4), we have provided evidence that our heuristic for finding PREs is accurate. It
has also been accurate in ruling them out for K < Kmin, as verified by Nullstellensatz; this result is
consistent with Sec. 5.1 (where MEs not possessing the invariant subspace symmetry were considered).
Another compelling demonstration of the heuristic is given by considering the perturbing of the ME
in such a way that it causes a step-change in our perceived likelihood of a PRE existing. The way to
implement this is to take the ME possessing an invariant subspace for which we have a PRE and then
perturb it. First we perturb it within the invariant subspace. For very small ME changes the PRE
can be ‘tracked’ using a numerical optimization in which the sum of the squares of the constraints
are minimized. As the new PRE (if it exists) will almost certainly lie very close to the old PRE, the
latter can be used as an initial seed and the new PRE found. This is a crude form of a ‘cheaters
homotopy’ [39], where a polynomial system with the same co-efficient structure is repeatedly solved.
Second, we perturb the ME in a way that breaks its symmetry (for example, a small imaginary
component can be added to a few of the Lindblad parameters). Then the imaginary constraints of
Eq. (5) can no longer be ignored. This returns the polynomial system to being over-determined and
no solution is expected. This was investigated for a number of MEs and solutions were only found
for PREs when the ME was perturbed in a way that maintained its invariant subspace symmetry. To
summarize, extremely small ME changes impact in a stepwise fashion the existence of PREs in exactly
the manner forecast by our heuristic, thus answering affirmatively Q3b (and providing more evidence
for Q3a).
5.2.2 Wigner transformation group symmetry
One of the exciting results of [6] was that the polynomial system size required to find a PRE can be
dramatically reduced when the Wigner (unitary/antiunitary) symmetry of Eq. (7) is imposed upon
both the ME and the PRE (as per Eqs. (8)–(9)). We then found that the constraints of Eq. (5) that
are applicable to ensemble members within the equivalence class of Eq. (10) are redundant in the
sense that if they are satisfied for one member then they hold for all members. The consequence
is that example PREs for MEs possessing the symmetry of Eq. (7) are much easier to find. The
reader is reminded that not all PREs pertaining to a ME can be found in this way as there could be
PREs not possessing the symmetry despite the ME being symmetrical. Given the great reduction in
computational complexity, it should be possible to find PREs for larger systems than we consider in
this paper. For example, if a D = 4 ME having the re4it as an invariant subspace (leading to Kmin = 7,
see Table 2) has, in addition, a Z3 unitary symmetry then the graph nodes representing the ensemble
could break into two triplets and a singlet. Counting non-redundant constraints gives 35, which is
larger than we have solved to this point but potentially within our short-term future capabilities.
In this paper we content ourselves with performing the important task of verifying that Wigner
symmetry can be successfully applied to find new PREs in D > 2. To this end, a D = 3 system with a
unitary Z2 symmetry and a re3it invariant subspace was considered. These form MEs in class IV. As
we have seen, Kmin = 4 for this system. The Z2 symmetry allows the 4 ensemble members to break
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into two doublets, with the result being that the square polynomial system of size 24 breaks into two,
square, size 12 systems. The systems being square means that the results of this subsection relate to
Q3b. The number of constraints is small enough that they can be solved completely by Gro¨bner basis
methods (and, of course, the polynomial homotopy continuation method) to find PREs, when they
exist. Unlike the larger systems, for which only a portion of the symmetric solution search space is
covered, when no PREs are found then we can be ‘sure’ (technically only up to the utilized numerical
accuracy [40]) that none exist possessing the unitary symmetry. (As always, we stress that there may
be PREs not possessing the symmetry). The fact, detailed below, that some unitarily symmetric MEs
lack PREs possessing the unitary symmetry gives us reason believe that having a sufficient number
of parameters relative to constraints is generically a necessary, but not sufficient, condition (that is, a
heuristic only) for PRE existence.
To provide a concrete example, let us choose the form
Hˆ = iα (|1〉 〈3| − |3〉 〈1|) , L1 = γ1 (|1〉 〈2|+ |2〉 〈3|) , L2 = γ2 |3〉 〈1| , L3 = γ3 |2〉 〈3| ,
which possesses the Eq. (7) unitary symmetry with T |ψ〉〈ψ| ≡ Uˆ |ψ〉〈ψ|Uˆ † and Uˆ = 1 − 2 |2〉 〈2| and
also has a re3it invariant subspace, as long as α, γ1, γ2, γ3 are real. To illustrate how the Z2 symmetry
breaks the PRE into pairs for this particular ME we provide a schematic in Fig. 3. Note that this
unitary Z2 symmetry sends |2〉 → − |2〉. As we were able to find PREs for a finite fraction (3%
out of a sample size of 200) of randomly chosen MEs of the described form, we are confident that
Wigner transformation symmetry will be an important tool going forward for the study of larger PREs.
Interestingly, we were also able to find L = 2 PREs (achieved here by setting γ3 = 0), which is in
contrast to Sec. 5.2, where only the re3it symmetry was applied. This is consistent with the heuristic
which states that PREs should be possible for L = 2 in D = 3. In case it be thought that the L = 2
PREs only exist for a set of measure zero MEs (possessing the Z2 symmetry), we break this symmetry
by perturbing the ME and perform a cheaters homotopy to obtain the perturbed PRE. This shows
the usefulness of symmetry as a method to obtain solutions even for systems where that symmetry is
broken. As the L = 2 case is interesting for multiple reasons it is the explicit example we give, for
class IV, in App. D.
5.2.3 Measurement schemes
It is interesting that one can find a PRE, via solution of Eq. (5), but not immediately know how to
realize it in the laboratory. That is, the adaptive measurement scheme parameters Sk, ~βk are still
to be found. The method of doing so is decribed in App. E and, not surprisingly, involves solving
polynomial systems, albeit of a typically much easier nature than those of the PREs themselves. We
were able to find the explicit measurement scheme to realize each of the PREs found during our
investigations. Additionally, schemes were found that had the expected Wigner symmetry and also
possessed the invariant subspace symmetry, in that they were real-valued (the reader is referred to the
appendices of [6] for a discussion of measurement scheme symmetry, in particular Wigner symmetry).
It is worth noting that in all cases multiple schemes were found to realize the same PRE; for each PRE
we were able to find a scheme that alternatively did and did not have the symmetry possessed by the
ME. This highlights how, analogously, PREs that break the ME symmetry can be expected, despite
their being harder to find. That measurement schemes were found to realize our PREs is consistent
with [3] where the necessary schemes were also obtained. However, there, the analysis beyond K = 2
was restricted to cyclic jumps for PREs of size K = 3 (still within D = 2), allowing an analytic form
of the measurement scheme to be found given the PRE. Here we find many examples that are not
cyclic, the significance of which is further discussed in Sec. 6.1.3. An example measurement scheme
that realizes a D = 3 PRE is given in App. D.
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Figure 3: A hypothetical PRE is depicted for a ME having a Z2 Wigner symmetry described by
Uˆ = 1 − 2 |2〉 〈2|. The K = 4 ensemble breaks into 2 pairs (indicated by the blue ovals) that are
related by the unitary symmetry, as do the set of constraints describing them. Thus a 24 equation, 24
variable system of polynomials (24 ∗ 24) splits into two 12 ∗ 12 systems, with the solution of the second
system fixed by that of the first. The values x, y, z represent the re3it via |φk〉 = x |1〉+ y |2〉+ z |3〉
with x2 + y2 + z2 = 1. Thus, the z value (assumed > 0 to fix the overall phase) can be inferred from
the position of the node (state) on the unit disk (the pink region). Everything dashed in the figure is
obtained by reflection about the x-axis including the transition rates.
6 Conclusion
6.1 Summary
In this paper, we have considered the question of whether tracking an open quantum system is harder
than tracking an open classical system of the same size, D. Here, by ‘tracking’, we mean undertaking
a continuous measurement on the environment of the system in such a way as to obtain enough
information so that the conditioned state of the system is pure, but without disturbing the average
evolution of the system. This average evolution is assumed to be described by a Markovian master
equation (ME), in either the quantum or classical case, and to possess a unique steady state having
rank D. We are quantifying the difficulty of tracking a system by the the minimum number of
macroscopic states K that the classical measurement device requires. To put it another way, K is the
minimum number of distinct pure states which can make up a physically realisable ensemble (PRE),
the collection of the conditioned system states at all times. Obviously in the classical case, K = D is
sufficient and necessary for tracking. In order to structure our investigation we framed our research
around the three major open questions, given in [3, 4], that were presented in our introduction; we
now summarize our answers to these questions.
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6.1.1 Q1: Are there MEs for which the minimally sized PRE is larger than D?
We have answered this question in the affirmative and hence shown that open quantum systems can
be harder to track than open classical systems. Our investigation was carried out in D = 3 — this
is the smallest dimension of interest (it is known that in D = 2 that K = 2 PREs always exist [3])
— for a random selection of 240 MEs. For each of these MEs, we obtained a computational proof, in
the form of a Hilbert Nullstellensatz certificate of infeasibility for the equations governing PREs, that
K = D PREs cannot exist. For D ≥ 3 we expect this to hold generically, so that only an infinitesimal
fraction of MEs will have K = D PREs. Our result was not unexpected; the parameter and constraint
counting arguments of Ref. [3] suggest that K ≥ (D − 1)2 + 1. Whether this is strictly an equality
then formed our next question.
6.1.2 Q2: is an ensemble size of K = (D − 1)2 + 1 always sufficient for a PRE to be found?
The answer to this is ‘no’, as we found example MEs which provably (via Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz)
have no PREs of size K ≤ (D− 1)2 + 1. The search for such examples was guided by the development
of a new parameter counting argument that provided a heuristic as to when there is a significant
possibility of a PRE existing. This heuristic, which is restated for clarity in Sec. 6.2, differs from that
of Ref. [3] as it has a dependence upon the number of decoherence channels, L, of the ME. This allowed
us to form an expectation that generic, randomly chosen, L = 1 MEs in D = 3 would not possess
PREs with K < 8. This was subsequently partially confirmed as we proved that K ≤ (D−1)2 + 1 = 5
PREs were impossible for some randomly chosen D = 3, L = 1 MEs. Further assessment of the newly
formed heuristic was our next research question.
6.1.3 Q3: does the refined parameter counting heuristic reliably predict whether PREs are feasible for
a ME of a given form?
Our studies suggest a positive answer to this question. However, we cannot answer ‘yes’ to Q3 with
the same absolute confidence as we answered the preceding two questions. The reason for this is the
multi-faceted and open-ended nature of Q3, as we now detail.
We first consider whether the heuristic’s prediction of ruling out PREs for ensembles smaller than
the determined threshold is accurate (this is Q3a in the introduction). In this initial regard we note
that, whenever the heuristic could be tested (limited by finite computational resources), it provably
made the correct prediction. These tests consisted of MEs for a D = 3 system with PRE size K = 3
for L = 2, 3 (see Q1) and K ≤ 5 for L = 1 (see Q2). If, as it seems, the heuristic is correct in
predicting the non-existence of PREs, then it follows that for generic quantum MEs, regardless of L,
the minimum PRE size equals D2 to leading order in D. This is quadratically larger than the K = D
result that pertains to classical system. That is, open quantum systems are not only harder to track
than classical systems (see Q1); they are, it appears, harder to track by a factor that increases without
bound as the dimensionality increases.
The accuracy of the developed heuristic’s guiding of when PREs are expected, was posed as Q3b.
Evidence for this accuracy was obtained by finding actual PREs for a finite fraction of randomly drawn
MEs with the ensemble size that was predicted to be sufficient. To obtain this evidence, however,
required the introduction of symmetry to the ME and PRE. An invariant subspace ME symmetry
was considered in which the PRE was assumed to live in the subspace (we chose the Lindbladian to
preserve the re3it subspace). This reduced the effective size of the polynomial system that had to be
solved, with the predicted minimum ensemble size also reduced to Kmin = 4. A moderate sized set
of randomly chosen MEs (that obeyed the symmetry) were examined using the numerical method of
polynomial homotopy continuation. This led to the finding of PREs for 6 of them, which was 7.5% of
the sample size for those MEs that had L = D = 3. By introducing a further Z2 unitary symmetry,
MEs that had PREs for L = 2 were also found with K = 4, although in this case only 3% out of
a sample of 200. As expected, none were found for L = 1, where Kmin = 6. Note that explicit
measurement schemes able to realize each of the discovered PREs were identified.
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As a final discussion point regarding Q3, we revisit the possibility, raised in the introduction as
Q3c, of investigating PREs for MEs and ensembles that lead to a larger number of parameters than
constraints. Intuitively, the additional parameters make the algebraic requirements easier to satisfy
and PREs are expected to exist for a larger fraction of MEs than when the ensemble size is minimal.
Additionally, one might expect that when there are more parameters than constraints, there exist MEs
for which the number of PREs of a particular size becomes infinite, rather than there being merely
isolated solutions. In fact, preliminary investigation confirms this expectation — for the case of D = 2,
K = 3 with L = 1, lines of PRE solutions on the Bloch sphere are found when an additional transition
is allowed. These were not found in [3] because that paper restricted to cyclic jumps; by not making
that assumption we end up with more parameters than constraints.
6.2 Discussion and future work
We begin our discussion by noting that Q3 was phrased in terms of the number of parameters and
constraints, rather than just comparing K with Kmin. This choice was made as it is possible, due
to the integer nature of K, to have K = Kmin but for there be more parameters than constraints.
Despite this, it is worth re-stating the expression for Kmin, in the form applicable to generic MEs,
in our concluding remarks as it represents a concise and clear facet of our extension of the work of
Ref. [3]:
Kmin = (D − 1)2 + 1 + 1{L<D−1} × (2D − 2L− 1) . (18)
The term multiplying the indicator function enlarges the expected minimum PRE size, from that
predicted by Ref. [3], but only in the case that L < D − 1.
It is natural to wonder whether there exists other criteria, beyond L, that imply an increase in
the lower bound on Kmin. That this may be the case is suggested, for example, by the fact [3] that
in D = 2 it was shown that a small ratio of Hamiltonian to Lindblad operator magnitude led to more
K = 2 PREs existing for a particular ME. Whether this is true in higher dimensions, and for generic,
MEs is yet to be looked at, but the point that we wish to make here is that the various properties of
L play a central role in defining the characteristics and existence of PREs.
Our work has established the usefulness of having knowledge of Kmin, but it is, as we have empha-
sized, merely a heuristic, and there is no guarantee that a PRE of size Kmin will exist. However, on
the other hand, we have not proven, for any ME, that there is no Kmin-sized PRE: we have failed to
find them in some cases, but only with an incomplete search. (A Nullstellensatz proof of non-existence
is not available when K = Kmin as there will exist complex-valued solutions that are ineligible to be
PREs.) A future task of interest is, therefore, to conduct a complete search for some sample MEs that
rules out a PRE of size K = Kmin. A further strong hint that this is to be expected was obtained in
Sec. 5.2 where symmetry was used to break the polynomial system down into a small enough size that
the entire space could be searched, with a negative outcome. However, in that case, generic PREs
were not considered, merely those possessing the symmetry.
Despite providing answers to several open questions raised in Ref. [3], it is notable that the portion
of our results that are example-based concern low dimensional systems. We have gone beyond the
qubits of Ref. [3], but only to D = 3. The computational difficulty of finding PREs is such that
simplifying techniques are necessary to make tractable their detailed study. Indeed, even in D = 3
we found necessary the introduction of an invariant subspace and unitary symmetry — this served
to greatly reduce the size of the pertinent polynomial system. The methods of applying unitary
symmetries, or, more generally, Wigner transformation symmetries, that have been developed in [6]
and utilized in this paper, provide an exciting opportunity to progress to higher dimensional systems
of interest. For example, the study of a D = 4 composite system (two qubits) in terms of the statistics
and dynamics of entanglement of discovered PREs would be intriguing, and is a topic for future work.
Of course, there are many, PRE related, computationally difficult tasks for which the application
of symmetry is either not appropriate or does not fully alleviate the problem. An example of this is
obtaining proof that K < Kmin PREs are ruled out for a sample of generic MEs. We have shown that
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K = 3 < Kmin = 5 PREs are ruled out for a number of L > 1, D = 3 MEs but the K = 4 proof
was beyond our current computing resources. Similarly, in the case of D = 3, L = 1,Kmin = 8, we
only showed that Kmin ≤ 5 was not generically possible. These computational tasks involve obtaining
Gro¨bner bases (Nullstellensatz related), but the numerical search for PREs, via polynomial homotopy
continuation methods, also becomes intractable for moderate D. In this latter case, it is the shear
number of potential solutions (the Be´zout bound is exponential in KminD2 ∼ D4 and obtaining a
tighter bound than this can be NP-hard) that proves difficult. We recently become aware of the newly
introduced monodromy extension [36] to polynomial homotopy continuation that shows great promise
for finding PREs. Its advantage is that it quickly begins to track a non-optimal number of potential
solutions, but with this non-optimality constrained to be linear in the actual number of solutions.
One can then see that the complexity of finding a PRE would be linearly dependent upon the fraction
of solutions to the system of polynomials that are real-valued and obey the positivity constraints
for transition rates. It is true that the difficulty of tracking each individual potential solution is still
dependent upon D, but this scaling is not expected to be as severe as that of the bound on the number
of solutions. Despite its immediate implementation in this work, we feel that monodromy extension’s
capability is yet to be fully explored and we hope to do so in the future. Another point, is that it may
be possible to solve one generic system completely and then perform a ‘cheater’s homotopy’ to find
PREs for other MEs, that have the same co-efficient structure, in a cheap fashion.
As yet, there have been no experiments aiming to create PREs (involving non-orthogonal pure
states). It certainly would be difficult to implement the high-efficiency adaptive measurement schemes
required, though a suggestion has been made [5], involving quantum transport with feedback, which
alleviates some of the difficulties. However, PREs might have applications, irrespective of experimental
realization, in quantum simulations. A generic quantum trajectory, which involves periods of non-
trivial continuous evolution, will occupy an infinite sized ensemble of states, though this is reduced
to a finite number when simulated using finite precision. Despite this, the memory required will still
be exponentially large in the system dimension, D. In contrast, a finite PRE with only K states, will
have memory requirements scaling generically only as D2 (see Eq. (18)). The catch, as the reader of
this paper will appreciate, is that there is a one-time large resource cost associated with identifying
a PRE (and adaptive measurement scheme) applicable to the ME. This cost is dependent upon the
applied algorithm, with the monodromy extension to polynomial homotopy continuation providing
the greatest potential of allowing PREs to be found with sub-exponential (or a very small constant)
complexity. If the finding of PREs can be made tractable for the ME in question, then it is possible
that trajectory simulation could be most efficiently undertaken using the PRE ME unraveling.
We have discussed the computational difficulty of our research and have suggested and applied
some possible approaches to ameliorate this. It is likely that in the future, more intensive or efficient
studies can be undertaken. What then, are further topics that should be explored? Many of the
characteristics of PREs are still unknown. In particular, PREs have been explicitly confirmed to
exist only for very small systems. Finding PREs for larger systems is perhaps the most fundamental
task. An interesting direction would be for cases (where there are more parameters than constraints)
in which there exists a positive dimensional PRE solution set (such as for D = 2 where an extra
transition was allowed, as discussed above). This freedom could be used to engineer some aspect of
the PRE. For example, perhaps one could specify values for some observables, or other properties of
the ensemble members. A study of the nature of the PREs themselves would also be of interest. For
example, how does the relative size of ME terms (e.g. Hamiltonian and Lindblad) influence the mean
dwell time across the ensemble, as well as the ensemble entropy (both Shannon and Von Neuman)?
It is of arguably fundamental interest to know whether PREs exist in 100% of cases where, accord-
ing to our heuristic, there are more parameters than constraints. If this were true then there would
be only a quadratic difference between the classical and (minimal) quantum ensemble size, despite
the fact that there are infinitely many possible pure states for any finite D that the system could
explore. In fact, this would be the case even under the weaker condition that, for any D, there al-
ways exists a PRE for K greater than Kmin by a term o(D2) (it could be 1, but not necessarily so
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small). The quadratic difference, if it is universal, would presumably directly relate to the difference
between a quantum density matrix, with ∼ D2 parameters, and a classical probability distribution,
with ∼ D parameters, as arises from fundamental considerations of the difference between quantum
and classical [41].
It is perhaps appropriate to conclude this paper with a different perspective on the significance
of there being a gap between D and Kmin. This gap makes open quantum systems harder to track
than open classical systems, as per our title, but also suggests that there is a resource associated
with an open quantum system. Specifically, despite only having D internal states, we have shown
that generically, for D > 2, a PRE can represent a finite classical hidden Markov model having
K > D states and therefore provide can a compression relative to the classical implementation [42].
It seems likely that this compression could be arbitrarily large as increasing K leads to a larger ratio
of parameters to constraints. Similarly, for a stochastic process with a fixed number of states that can
be mapped to a PRE, a lower internal entropy implementation is possible as the PRE is comprised, in
general, of non-orthogonal states [43]. Links between this work, and quantum machines more generally,
will be explored elsewhere.
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A Incompletely connected graphs and Wigner symmetry
In Sec. 3.1 it was shown that linear algebra arguments can be used to rule out certain PREs; in
particular highly connected graphs may not be consistent with dimensionality of the ensemble. Such
arguments have implications when searching for a PRE with a Wigner symmetry: the graph repre-
senting the transitions of the potential PRE may not fully support the symmetry in question. In such
cases, the asymmetric ensemble members would have to be mapped to themselves via k′ = k. This
leads to a less than maximal portion of the constraint equations being redundant. This is perhaps
best understood by example.
Consider Fig. 1(d), where only the highly connected set of nodes {1, 2, 3} would be expected to
support a symmetry (node 3 is not equivalent to nodes {1, 2, 4} as it receives a connection from node
6). We then have (at least) 4 equivalence classes ([|φ1〉], [|φ3〉], [|φ5〉] and [|φ6〉]) that we need to satisfy
constraints for. In this way, (at most) 2 values of k can be chosen (from {1, 2, 4}) whose constraints are
rendered redundant by the PRE symmetry. This is described as ‘less than maximal’ because some MEs
could possess a symmetry that would allow fewer PRE equivalence classes, and hence more redundant
equations. To illustrate this, we consider a unitary Wigner symmetry, T , which is defined by its action
on any operator Oˆ ∈ B (H) by T Oˆ = Uˆ OˆUˆ †, with Uˆ the unitary operator |1〉 〈2| + |2〉 〈3| + |3〉 〈1|.
This ME has an obvious cyclic permutation symmetry, Z3, and a fully connected graph of 6 nodes
could support 2 equivalence classes, say [|φ1〉]∼ = {|φ1〉 , |φ2〉 , |φ3〉} and [|φ4〉]∼ = {|φ4〉 , |φ5〉 , |φ6〉},
such that only 2 matrix constraint equations (1 from each class) need be considered. This compares
with the larger number (4) of classes required for the less symmetric graph of Fig. 1(d). The point
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being made is that there can be an incompatibility between the graph under consideration and the
ME symmetry, which reduces the potential combined simplification of finding PREs. As such, the
choice of graph should include consideration of available symmetry.
B Computational proofs of PRE non-existence
For a PRE to exist, it must be found as the solution to Eq. (5) with the additional proviso that the
transition rates, κjk, are real and positive. As described in Sec. 4, Eq. (5) represents a system of
polynomial constraints. For the purposes of this appendix (which closely follows [34]), let us label the
parameters of Eq. (5) as {x1, ..., xn} and the set of constraining polynomials as {p1, ..., pm} = 0 (a
vector of zeroes). We next define the affine variety, V (p1, ..., pm), over the complex field, C, as the set
of all solutions of the system of equations {p1, ..., pm} = 0. If a PRE exists then it is necessary (but
not sufficient) for there to be at least one solution ∈ Cn of Eq. (5) and, resultantly, V (p1, ..., pm) 6= ∅.
Conversely, if V (p1, ..., pm) = ∅ over the complex field then this is sufficient to rule out the possibility
of PREs. Note that C is an algebraically closed field.
Before giving the condition under which V (p1, ..., pm) = ∅, we need to introduce the ideal of
{p1, ..., pm}. This is defined by
I(p1, ..., pm) = 〈p1, ..., pm〉 = {
s∑
i=1
hipi : h1, ..., hs ∈ C[~xn]}, (19)
where s is any finite index and C[~xn] is the set of all possible polynomials in variables {x1, ..., xn}
having complex coefficients. From this definition it can be seen that if 1 ∈ I then I = C[~xn]}. A
crucial fact concerning ideals is that I(p1, ..., pm) shares the same zeroes as {p1, ..., pm}. We now
state the weak form of Hilbert’s Nullstellensatz (which implies and is equivalent to the strong form):
I = C[~xn] iff V (I) = ∅, provided {x1, ..., xn} belong to an algebraically closed field (in our case C).
That is, if the variety of the ideal is empty then the ideal must be the set of all complex polynomials
in variables {x1, ..., xn}. However, we already know that this implies that 1 ∈ I. Hence, showing that
1 ∈ I is sufficient for excluding the possibility of PREs. The task of showing that 1 ∈ I is made easier
by noting that for any monomial ordering {1} is the only reduced Gro¨bner basis for the ideal 〈1〉 [34].
Fortunately, there are many sophisticated software packages that can calculate Gro¨bner bases (we used
MAGMA [23]). This allowed us to computationally prove that no PREs exist for some specific MEs
that are discussed in Sec. 5. The reader wishing to learn the mathematical details concerning Gro¨bner
bases is referred to [34], while a discussion in the context of PREs is presented in the appendix of
Ref. [4].
C Polynomial homotopy continuation
It is likely that polynomial homotopy continuation (PHC) methods will find increasing use in the
physical sciences going forward, especially since that they can easily be implemented in parallel (see [44–
46] for some existing applications). To understand how this arises we first pose the problem that we
wish to solve: given n polynomials P = {p1, ..., pn} in n variables {x1, ..., xn} (a square system) we
want to find isolated solutions of {p1, ..., pn} = 0 (a vector of zeroes). Although, in this paper, we were
satisfied with finding a single isolated solution, let us pose the question of finding all solutions (in any
case the method will lead to an obvious algorithm to find a single one). The homotopy continuation
method of solving the polynomial system is to define a new polynomial system, Q = {q1, ..., qn} = 0,
in the same variables that is trivial to solve. Then a family of polynomial systems, H, is defined
according to [24, 26, 47]
H = γ(1− t)Q+ tP = 0, t ∈ [0, 1] (20)
with γ ∈ C. It is clear that when t = 0 the system H has the same solution set as the trivially
soluble system Q, while when t = 1 it is equal to the target system of interest that we actually wish
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to solve. It is natural to consider what happens to the solutions of Q as t is moved from zero to one.
For H = 0 to be a good homotopy we require that [26]: 1) the solutions for t = 0 be easy to find,
2) no singularities along the solution paths occur and 3) all isolated solutions can be reached. Given
these properties, the solution set of H can be tracked using standard techniques [48] as t is varied
from zero to one. Moreover, each of the paths can be tracked independently, leading to an extremely
parallel implementation. Remarkably, with proper care, it is possible to choose a homotopy such that
the solution paths never cross, except perhaps a the end of the homotopy, t = 1 (see[47] and [24] for
a discussion of so called ‘end game’ methods of dealing with these at t = 1). The inclusion of the
complex valued γ ensures that the paths are well behaved. A crucial feature of Q required for the
‘good homotopy’ conditions to be met is that it has as many or more isolated solutions as does P.
The most naive way to choose the start system Q, is based on the total degree, D, of P. If di
is the degree of the polynomial pi then the total degree is given by D =
n∏
i=1
di. Be´zout’s theorem
states that P has at most D isolated solutions in Cn, so if Q is chosen in this manner all solutions are
accessible. The issue with this is that usually P has significantly fewer solutions than D, particularly
if it is sparse in the sense that not all possible monomials appear in each polynomial in the set. This
is certainly the case for the constraints defined by Eq. (5) as can be seen, for example, by noting that
there are only linear powers of κjk. The total degree based on Eq. (5), for K = 4 in D = 3 when
the ME possesses a re3it invariant subspace, is about 5.6 × 1010 — although much smaller than the
completely generic ME, it is still too large for our purposes (for perspective, a system is defined as
large for PHC purposes in Ref. [49] as being when more than 5.6× 105 need to be tracked). The key,
therefore, is the establishment of a tighter bound than that of Be´zout.
Unfortunately, the known tighter-than-Be´zout bounds are themselves NP-hard to obtain Ref. [50].
The direct consequence of this for our work was that when a black-box implementation of PHCpack [24]
was undertaken the computation did not return a start system in the allocated time for the K = 4 size
24 polynomial system. However, we made progress by investigation of the method of bounding that
PHCpack used for smaller, but related, systems. Specifically, the systems of [3] were re-solved using
PHCpack and it was noted that fairly tight bounds were being obtained from the m-homogenous
Be´zout number. Without delving into the details (which can be found in the references already
provided in this section), the important feature for our purposes is that this modified bound is obtained
by partitioning the variables of the polynomial system into sets, with different bounds arising from
different partitions. Ideally, one would enumerate over all the sets, calculating each derived bound, but
this is not possible due to there being 1.7×109 of them with 24 variables. Fortunately, the pattern from
smaller D = 2 systems was clear: a good partition is obtained by separating the variables representing
the state vectors from the transitions rates. Additionally, the transitions out of each node are grouped
respectively. This led to 5 partitions and, when evaluated, a 5-homogenous Be´zout number of 4.1×107.
This is still huge, but is now tractable, particularly as we do not require the tracking all the potential
solution paths. We can stop once a solution meeting the physical criteria for a valid PRE is found or
enough paths have been tracked that we believe the likelihood of a PRE existing for the example ME
has been diminished to the extent that the search is aborted. In the latter case, a new ME is chosen
and the search restarted for the new system.
Due to the ad hoc implementation of the m-homogenous Be´zout bound, with it being NP-hard
to optimally obtain in general, it is desirable to obtain a methodology that avoids the necessity of
its calculation. This is achieved with the recently developed monodromy based solver described in
Ref. [36], the source code for which is available at [51]. The beauty of this method is two-fold in that
solution paths can begun to be tracked after only a short pre-calculation and that the number of paths
that need to be tracked is linear in the number of solutions of the target system [36]. This greatly
increased the rate at which we could examine MEs for the existence of PREs. Indeed it is perhaps
possible to tackle larger systems than those for which we obtained PREs for in this paper. Doing so
represents an exciting future direction to explore.
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D System details for reproducibility
In this section we ensure that our major claims are reproducible, and fully specified, by providing
the parameter values for an example system from each class of ME appearing in Table 3. Where
appropriate, the parameters of an associated PRE are also given. Although the task of finding a PRE
is very difficult (NP-hard), verifying a provided solution is, by definition, only polynomially difficult
and this is left for the reader to confirm. We cannot, of course, provide a polynomially verifiable
result when we obtain a Hilbert Nullstellensatz proof that a system has no PRE. Instead we note
that they can be achieved straightforwardly by calculation of the Gro¨bner basis on computational
algebra software [23]. Although there were systems for which the computational proof took days, the
examples that we have chosen to display are ones that only took minutes (or less). To specify the
D = 3 MEs we provide the ~α,~γl which determine the Hamiltonian and Lindblad terms according to
Eq. (17). When a PRE has been found the ensemble states, {|φk〉}k, transition rates, κ (as a matrix)
and the measurement scheme ~βk, Sk are provided. This information is provided in Table 4.
E Finding measurement schemes that realise a PRE
Given a viable PRE [an ensemble {κjk ≥ 0, |φk〉} satisfying Eq. (5)], it is expeceted that there exists
an appropriately applied measurement scheme such that the conditioned state of the quantum system
will, in the long-time limit, jump between the ensemble members, spending a time in the state |φk〉
proportional to ℘k. The measurement scheme in question will, in general, be adaptive, meaning that
the experimental setting parameters (~β, S), must be changed according to which state (k) the system
is currently in. To find the explicit measurement scheme parameterization we construct the evolution
for the PRE. The pre-jump state |φk〉 will be transformed by a ‘click’ in the mth detector into one
of the states, labeled by the integer f(m, k), comprising the ensemble. Note that f(m, k) could be
equal for different m and has a range that includes k (as in f(m, k) = k is possible). The rate κjk
is, therefore, interpreted as the total transition rate from state k to state j arising from possibly
multiple detection channels, which can be made explicit via κjk =
∑M
m=1 δj,f(m,k)λ
k
m. The rates, λ
k
m,
in this expression reference the transition rate out of state k due to detector m. Thus, we describe
the post-jump state, resulting from an mth detector click given the pre-jump state |φk〉, as
cˆ′m(k) |φk〉 ≡ cˆkm |φk〉 =
(
L∑
l=1
Skmlcˆl + βkm
)
|φk〉 ∝
∣∣∣φf(m,k)〉 , (21)
while the no-jump evolution proceeds according to
Hˆkeff |φk〉 ∝ |φk〉 . (22)
We have introduced some extra notation to make it explicit that an adaptively modified measurement
setting ~βk, Sk exists for each state |φk〉 in the ensemble. As an aside, note that the measurement
parameters for different k can be directly related in the case that the measurement scheme possesses
Wigner symmetry (see [6] for further details).
Let us now discuss the proposed method of solving Eqs. (21) and (22) to find an explicit mea-
surement scheme that realizes a given PRE. The most important thing to note is that the PRE, in
particular {|φk〉}, is assumed to have already been found, via solution of Eq. (5). This leaves the
following as variables: ~βk, Sk and f(m, k), for all k (and all m in the last case). Note that the propor-
tionality constants can be determined from the, assumed also to have been already found, transition
rates, κjk. The alternative approach, of solving Eqs. (21) and (22) simultaneously for the PRE and
measurement scheme (making unnecessary the solution of Eq. (5)), is likely to be much harder, in
general, due to the highly non-linear scaling of the difficulty of solving systems of polynomials in the
number of variables. The explicit measurement schemes that we find in this paper have the property
that f(m, k) 6= f(m′, k) 6= k for all m 6= m′, so some of the generic difficulty of solving Eqs. (21) and
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Class
ME, PRE,
Meas. Scheme Values
I
~α {0.06,−0.47− 0.47i,−0.04− 0.09i,−0.48, 0.41− 0.15i,−0.21}
~γ1
{−0.54− 1.94i,−2.71 + 2.07i, 2.93 + 1.01i, 0.82 + 0.05i,
0.83− 2.76i,−0.6 + 1.42i, 0.44− 1.71i,−1.47− 0.42i}
~γ2
{−2.73− 2.68i,−1.71− 1.26i,−2.85 + 1.27i, 1.89 + 2.53i,
1.87 + 0.33i,−1.66 + 1.21i,−2.18 + 0.72i,−0.11 + 0.53i}
~γ3
{−1.18− 2.69i, 2.01 + 1.03i, 2.73− 2.71i,−1.11 + 1.35i,
−0.11− 0.67i,−1.41− 2.12i,−0.64 + 0.15i, 0.82− 0.88i}
II
~α {−1.24,−0.79 + 1.17i, 0.06− 0.09i, 1.39, 0.09− 1.15− 0.09i, 1.1}
~γ1
{2.06− 0.95i,−2.55− 0.1i, 0.81− 0.11i,−1.32− 2.35i,
−1.33− 2.9i, 2.1 + 2.11i, 1.02− 2.99i,−2.72− 2.74i}
III
~α {0,−0.81i,−2.2i, 0,−0.39i, 0}
~γ1 {1.22, 0.48, 2.67,−2.1,−1.04, 2.3,−0.01, 0.33}
~γ2 {2.75, 1.93,−1.93, 2.35,−0.25,−2.87, 2.46, 0.93}
~γ3 {−2.95,−0.24, 0.08,−1.15,−2.67,−2.3, 2.07, 0.94}
{|φk〉}k {{0.371,−0.884, 0.283}, {0.046, 0.999,−0.011},{0.338,−0.795,−0.504}, {−0.651, 0.756,−0.069}}
κ
{{0, 21.777, 16.12, 9.521}, {4.809, 0, 17.162, 1.057},
{5.513, 1.883, 0, 5.155}, {13.97, 1.599, 12.946, 0}}
{~βk}k {{1.143, 1.52,−2.256}, {−2.743,−3.073,−2.626},{−0.509,−3.317,−2.43}, {0.71,−0.005, 4.22}}
S1 {{−0.925, 0.093,−0.369}, {0.355, 0.56,−0.748}, {−0.137, 0.823, 0.552}}
S2 {{0.52, 0.814, 0.257}, {0.41, 0.026,−0.912}, {−0.749, 0.58,−0.32}}
S3 {{−0.375, 0.784, 0.495}, {−0.348,−0.614, 0.708}, {0.859, 0.093, 0.503}}
S4 {{0.722,−0.483, 0.495}, {−0.135,−0.8,−0.584}, {−0.678,−0.355, 0.643}}
IV
~α {0, 0,−0.04, 0, 0, 0}
~γ1 {0,−0.38, 0, 0, 0,−0.38, 0, 0}
~γ2 {0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0.43, 0}
{|φk〉}k {{0.676,−0.372,−0.637}, {−0.423,−0.703,−0.571},{−0.423, 0.703,−0.571}, {0.676, 0.372,−0.637}}
κ
{{0, 0.002, 0.066, 0.062}, {0.067, 0, 0.005, 0.041},
{0.041, 0.005, 0, 0.041}, {0.062, 0.066, 0.002, 0}}
{~βk}k {{0.004, 0.189, 0.128}, {0.122, 0.199, 0.127},{−0.199, 0.127, 0.122}, {0.189, 0.004,−0.128}}
S1 {{0.76, 0.519}, {−0.298, 0.813}, {0.577,−0.264}}
S2 {{0.313,−0.216}, {0.424,−0.839}, {0.85, 0.499}}
S3 {{0.424, 0.839}, {−0.85, 0.499}, {−0.313,−0.216}}
S4 {{0.298, 0.813}, {−0.76, 0.519}, {0.577, 0.264}}
Table 4: An example system for each class of Table 3 is specified. The ME is determined by ~α,~γl,
while PREs (if they exist) are given in terms of the ensemble states, {|φk〉}k = {|φ1〉 , |φ2〉 , |φ3〉 , |φ4〉}
and the transition rates κ ≡ κjk (with the diagonal elements irrelevant and set to zero). We represent
the re3it as {x, y, z} with |φ〉 = x |1〉+ y |2〉+ z |3〉. For each PRE, an explicit adaptive measurement
scheme that can realize it is provided via the parameters ~βk, Sk. The ME parameters are exact but the
PRE and measurement scheme are necessarily approximations that can be refined to arbitrary accuracy
if desired. Both class III and IV possess the re3it invariant subspace symmetry as the Lindbladians are
real-valued. This leads to a real-valued PRE and measurement scheme. Class IV additionally possesses
the Wigner unitary symmetry Uˆ = 1− 2 |2〉 〈2|, which is reflected in the symmetry of the PRE, as per
Eqs. (8)–(9), and the measurement scheme.
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(22) is avoided. A more exhaustive examination of the range of possible measurement schemes that
can achieve a particular PRE is of interest for future work.
As a final technical point, because the specification of the PRE involves machine precision numbers
(that is, they are not exact), it will typically be the case that Eqs. (21)–(22) have no solution (due to
rounding). Instead, the constraints can be formulated as a minimisation problem. The approximate
solution can be made arbitrarily accurate by increasing the precision of the numerically defined PRE.
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